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               A complete set of amino acid geometriesand the energy functions for the computation of the 
           conformational energy on the basis of an X-ray structure of a protein is presented. Our method is 
           based on the rigid-geometry treatment, i.e., all the bond lengths and bondangles are fixed, and the 
           planer-peptide geometry is assumed, thus leaving internal rotations aboutthesingle bonds as inde-
            pendent variables. We consider nonbonded, torsional and electrostaticinteractions and a loop-
           closing potential of the disulfide bond for contributions to the total conformational energy of a pro-
           tein. No solvent effects are included explicitly. Our method may havethe following unique as-
           pects; the expression of the hydrogen bond energy as a combination of the electrostatic nteraction 
           and the nonbonded energy, allowance of the flexibility and associated ring-deformation potential for 
           proline ring, and also the separate generation of the backbone conformationand subsequent attach-
           ment of side chains. A method developed to claculate the first derivativeof conformational energies 
           is also presented. 
                KEY WORDS: X-ray coordinates/ energy calculation/ refinement/ 
                               INTRODUCTION 
            Three dimensional structures of more than fifty different kinds of proteins have 
        been known in the past decade by X-ray crystallography. The atomic coordinate 
         data of proteins stored in Protein Data Bank' have been used for a wide variety of 
         analyses of protein structures.2 The experimental coordinates (usually around 
         2A resolution) are, however, not so accurate for some purposes, particularly to ex-
         amine the protein stability in terms of energy. Since the interaction energy in-
        volved in a protein is highly sensitive to the position of individual atoms, it is rather 
         usual to find several severe atomic overlaps with use of the raw data of X-ray coor-
         dinates. Hence, the refinement of protein coordinates is necessary prior to the 
         energetic analysis of a protein structure performed. 
             Several different procedures for the energetic refinement have been developed 
         so far.3-5) The characteristic features of the method which has been developed in 
         this laboratorysl are to use the rigid geometry (the standard bond lengths and bond 
        angles adopted) of the peptide unit and side chains in contrast to the method with 
         flexible geometry,3) and to fit the overall protein conformation to the X-ray structure 
         by using the relative distances between residue pairs as a guide in contrast to the 
         usage of the absolute atomic coordinates as a guide.4) The latter point implies that 
         our fitting procedure does not depend on the coordinate systemsto represent both 
         the X-ray and calculated structures, so that the computational method could be 
          * f1 , )+INA : Laboratory of Physical Chemistry of Enzyme, Institute for Chemi-
            cal Research, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto. 
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simplified. 
   Our method of energetic refinement and its application to bovine pancreatic 
trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) were described elsewhere.5b) It has been found in that 
study5b> that the low energy structure is restricted as expected but has considerable 
range of freedom in a sence. That is, the concerted motion of variables (the backbone 
dihedral angles) with keeping the low level of the total energy and also fitting the 
overall conformation to the X-ray structure is possible. This freedom must cor-
respond to the flexibility which the real native protein possesses in solution.6> 
   In this paper, we will present the whole set of geometric and energetic parame- 
ters for conformational energy calculation, and some new devices for the chain gen-
eration and energy minimization processes. 
                          GEOMETRY 
   In our computation, all the bond lengths and bond angles of a polypeptide 
chain are fixed at their standard values, so that variables to describe the conforma-
tion are dihedral angles around the single covalent bonds. The planer peptide 
group is also assumed to fix the rotation about the C'-N bond (co) in the trans con-
figuration except for proline, for which either trans or cis configuration is chosen in 
accordance with that of the X-ray structure. Since hydrogen atoms are not rec-
ognizable usually by the X-ray diffraction technique, it is reasonable to incorporate 
them into so-called united atoms'): for instance, the methylene group is treated 
as one atom which has a greater van der Waals radius than a single carbon atom. 
However, those hydrogen atoms which could participate in hydrogen bonding, 
e.g., H atoms of amino and carboxyl groups, are treated explicitly in this study be-
cause the position of a hydrogen atom is crucial for the directionality of a hydrogen 
bond. As a result, all the atoms considered for the backbone peptide unit are C~, 
N, H, C' and 0, where C.' is regarded as a united atom. The standard bond lengths 
and bond angles given by Pauling and Corey') are employed for the peptide unit as 
shown in Fig. 1 a. 
   Since some freedom and variation depending on the different type of side chains 
are expected for the bond angle r(NC('C')9), the use of the uniform value for this 
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        Fig. 1. Geometry of the trans-planer peptide unit (a) and the residue unit (b) of 
               the protein backbone. The angle of r(NCaC') is optional but shown here 
                the representative value,111.50 (see the text). 
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angle might be questionable. For the sake of simplicity, we use of fixed value of 
111.5° as a representative one (Fig. lb), which is close to the average value deduced 
from X-ray structures of several proteins.3a) Other values between 109.5° (the 
tetrahedral angle) and 112.5° have also been attempted.5b) The sensitivity of the 
angle to the conformation is not so significant.5b) 
   Change of the optional value of r(NC°`C') may influence the angles of r(NC°`Ci3) 
and r(C'C'Cf3) which determine the direction of the side-chain attachment (see 
Fig. lb). The following assumptions were adopted for these bond angles. The 
Cs and H atoms attached to C°` (the H atom is here considered tentatively) are 
located on the bisecting plane of the angle z(NC'C'), and similarly N and C' are 
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   Fig. 2. Geometry of eighteen L-type amino acid residues (see Fig. 1 for Gly and Ala). All the 
          bond angles and bond lengths of the side chains are fixed except proline, where the 
C'Y position is not fixed due to the flexible-ring assumption (see the text). The H 
           atoms are depicted with small circles, but nonpolar H atoms are not considered in 
           the energy calculation since they are incorporated in united atoms.
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on the bisecting plane of z(C3CaH). Moreover, the angle of z(CsCaH) is as-
sumed equal to r(NCaC'). Under these conditions, both angles of r(NCaCl') and 
z(C'Ca0) are to be identical to each other, and its value computed against 109.5° 
and 111.5° of z(NCaC') is 109.4° and 107.4°, respectively. 
   The geometries of all of the side chains are shown in Fig. 2. The bond lengths 
and bond angles are those of Momany et al.9) Only an exception is for proline. 
While Momany et a19) treat the pyrrolidine ring as rigid and assume either of two 
puckered configurations of "up" and "down", we treat the ring as flexible and allow 
continuous deformation.10,11) We assume all the bond lengths in pyrrolidine ring 
fixed (Fig. 2), and that the ring deformation takes place according to the dihedral 
angle about the N-C" bond (co)10): The C8 position is always fixed on the peptide 
plane of proline with the fixed bond angles of z(CSNCa) and z(CSNC'), and the 03 
position in reference to the peptide plane is determined from a given value of co. 
Then, the Cl position can be located to satisfy the fixed bond lengths of CR-C'' and 
C''-Csl°a). The ring deformation is associated with the deformation energy which 
is expressed as a function of the dihedral angle co (see Section IV). Large de-
formation should be excluded due to corresponding high energies, so that the value 
of co is consequently restricted in the limited range. 
                        CHAIN GENERATION 
   With use of the fixed geometry given above, any backbone conformation of a 
protein is generated from a given set of (pi, 1k=), the dihedral angles about the 
N-C' and C"'-C' bonds of amino acid residues, respectively. According to the general 
formulation,32a) the generation of a backbone conformation is attained by repetitive 
applications of a transformation matrix T1÷1_1 and a traslation vector p;~s_1 for the 
coordinates of constituent atoms. The initial coordinates of our backbone atoms 
at the fully extended conformation (cp=itt=180°)13) are identical to those of Table 
II of Ref. 12a, due to the same geometry employed. 
   The transformation matrix for trans or cis peptide group may be expressed as 
follows 
           T = TazT4,+iTR T(1) 
and 
             TE `;t_1 = T Tf T4'(2) 
Here, matrices T.„' and T,, denote the rotation by an (arbitrary) angle r about 
X- and Z-axis of the coordinate system, respectively. They are defined as 
-1 0 0 -
            Ty = 0 cos r —sin r(3) 
                              0 sin r cos r_ 
and 
                             -cos r sin r 0-
            Ty = —sin r cos r 0(4)
                0 0 1_ 
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The angles a, a' and  ft appeared in eqs. (1) and (2) indicate the constant angles, i.e., 
                    a  =  z(C'NC°')—z(C°'C'N) 
               a' = 2n—z(C'NC')-2-(C°'C'N)(5) 
# = x—z(NC`"C') 
and they are equal to 9°, 123° and 68.5°, respectively, in our geomety (with r(NC°'C') 
=111.5°). The translation vectors defined in Ref. 12a for trans and cis 
peptide groups are 
            - 3
.519- 1.266- 
             P{.r~a ins 1 = —1.436 and P,.i;_1 = —2.439 (6) 
       -0.00.0 
It should be noted that we adopt here the new convention13) for the co, IP. angles, 
which gives rise to some differences in matrix elements of eq. (1) compared with 
those given in Ref.12a. 
   In our computation scheme for the generation of a protein, the whole confor-
mation of the backbone is generated first with the procedure described above, and 
the side chains whose conformations are specified with dihedral angles of x's are 
attached to the backbone later on in a separate step. The step to generate a back-
bone conformation should include the Cs atom as well as the other backbone atoms 
for residues other than glycine, since the Cs position depends only on the cc, 1,fr an-
gles. The initial coordinates of the 0 atom are calculatable depending on a given 
angle of z(NC`"C') as already mentioned (Fig. 1b). 
   A side chain of any particular type (other than alanine whose methyl group 
has been given by the united atom at the Cs position, and proline, the pyrrolidine 
ring of which is treated separately as described before) is generated by the general 
transformation method12a) applied to the initial coordinates of all the constituent 
atoms in the fully extended conformation (x,=180°). All the side-chain coor-
dinates of i-th residue, after transformed with use of a given set of {x;}, can be 
expressed in a local coordinate system defined on a plane involving the N, C°', and 
Cs atoms of the i-th residue12a): the origin of the coordinate system is at the C' atom, 
its x-axis is along the C'-Cs bond and the N atoms has a positive y-coordinate. These 
three atoms, on the other hand, have already been expressed in a certain global coor-
dinate system for the backbone. Then, it is generally possible to find such a trans-
formation matrix that brings one coordinate system onto the other in a direct manner, 
if the coordinates of any three points are known in the both systems. Application 
of this direct transformation method enables us to attach a side chain expressed in 
a local system onto the backbone given in a global coordinate system. 
   There may be some advantage in our procedure treating a backbone and side 
chains separately; e.g., this makes it easier to change the side-chain conformation in 
keeping a fixed backbone conformation. The direct transformation method is also 
used in our energy minimization to compute the first derivative of the energy with 
respect to so and *. 
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                            ENERGIES 
    Contributions considered to the total conformational energy are the nonbonded, 
torsional and electrostatic energies. Hydrogen-bond energy is treated as a special 
case of the electrostatic interaction as described below. Furthermore, a special 
potential for the deformation of proline ring and a loop-closing (artificial) potential 
of disulfide bond (s) if exists should also be added. However, we ignore the solvent 
(hydrophobic) effects. This point will be discussed in Section VI. 
    Our main concern in the energetic refinement of a protein structure is to find 
such protein conformations that possess sufficiently low energies, i.e., devoid of high 
energy loss arising from severe atomic overlaps, and also that are close enough to 
the X-ray structure of the protein as well. In this repect, the most important en-
ergy is the nonbonded (van der Waals) interaction between atom pairs. 
   The nonbonded energy is claculated between all the atom pairs except those 
of fixed distances such as the nearest and the next-nearest neighbor atoms along 
the covalent bonding. The potential is assumed to have the form of the Lennard-
Jones (6-12) type: 
        rtt(--------- 121         LA —B—e 
                  J(7) 
               nb =126ra,t~ 
r,, r=i 
where r;; is the distance between the atoms i and j, and the parameters of rm,il and 
em tj denote the distance and the energy at the potential minimum, respectively. 
The parameter sets of (A11, B11) and (r.,;;, em,i=) for the atompairs of identical types 
are listed in Table I. This parameter set is the same as that used previously.14) 
Note that H atoms are only considered, in our calculation, for those that can par-
ticipate the hydrogen bond and the other non-polarized H atoms are included in the 
united atoms listed. Parameter values between the pairs of hetero-atoms are de-
rived14> from the combination of the parameters given in Table I. 
      Table I. Nonbonded energy parameters of eq. (7), only for atompairs of identical types 
      Atomrm (A) em (Kcal/mol)A B 
  C (Carbonyl and guanidyl)3.40—0.120286,000 370 
  CH, CH2i CH, (Aliphatic)4.00—0.1282140,000 1040 
 C, CH (Aromatic)3.80—0.1441300,000 864 
O3.04—0.232145,000 367 
N3.10—0.205161,000 363 
 NH (Aromatic)3.40—0.218520,000 673 
S3.60—0.091433,000 398 
H2.40—0.1234,490 47 
   The intrinsic torsional potential for the backbone rotational bonds is suggested 
to have only low barrier heights and sometimes has been neglected.9) We employ 
the following potentials adopted by Scheraga12') (replaced to the new convention") 
of co and ) 
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 U(50) (U„/2) (1—cos 35o) (8a) 
U (L-) _ (U4,/2) (1 +cos 3l) (8b) 
 with the barrier heights of U, = 0.6 Kcal/mol and 1.4 = 0.2 Kcal/mol. We also 
 follow Scheraga12c) for the torsional potentials of side chains, which is generally 
 written in a form of 
U(x) = (U%/2){1 — (-1)n cos nx} (9) 
 The barrier heights U, and n for all the side-chain bonds are tabulated in Table II. 
     Table II. Parameters used for the side-chain torsional potential. The setof (n, U.0 in q. 
              (9) is listed along with the name of the rotational bond of eachamino acida). 
Amino Code xlxzxg x4x5X5  acid 
 Cys C Ca-CP(3, 2.8) 
 Asp D Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(—) CY-O82(2, 8.75) 
 Glu E Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(3, 2.8) CY-C8(—)C3-05z(2, 8.75) 
 Phe F Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(—) 
 His H Ca-CP(3,2.8) CP_CY(—) 
Ile I Ca-CP(3, 3.1) CP-CYi(3, 2.8) 
 Lys K Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(3, 2.8) CY-C8(3, 2.8) C8-CE(3, 2.8) C5-N5(—) 
 Leu L Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(3, .1) 
 Met M Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(3, 2.8) CY-S8(3, 1.6) 
 Asn N Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP_CY(—) 
Gln Q Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(3, 2.8) CY-C8(—) 
 Arg R Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-C7(3, 2.8) CY-05(3, 2.8) Ca-NE(—)N5-05(2, 20.0) C5-N42(2, 0.0) 
 Ser S Ca-CP(3, 0.8) C13_O1(3, 1.6) 
 Thr T Ca-CP(3, 3.1) CP-0Y1(3,1.6) 
 Val V Ca-CP(3,3.1) 
 Trp W Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(—) 
 Tyr Y Ca-CP(3, 2.8) CP-CY(—) C5-O''1(2, 3.5) 
     a) The free rotation is indicated as (—). 
 Typical single bonds of aliphatic carbons have three-fold (n=3) potentials with 
 relatively high barrier of ca. 3 Kcal/mol and have the minima at trans (x=180°) 
 and gauche (x=+60°) rotational positions. No intrinsic potential is allotted to 
 the bonds connecting the aromatic rings (i.e., xz of Phe, Tyr, Trp and His')). 
 The potentials for the N5-05 and C5-N°2 bonds of arginine and the C5-O° bond of 
 tyrosine are taken from Momany et a1.9> We ignore, for simplicity, the torsional 
 potential related with disulfide bonds, i.e., about the S-S and Co-S bonds of cystine. 
     The electrostatic energy is only calculated for the dipole-dipole interactions 
 among polar groups, assuming that all the ionizable groups of side chains and of 
 both termini of the protein backbone, such as amino and carboxyl groups, are of 
 non-charged forms to exclude the Coulombic interactions between net charges. 
 The rational of this hypothesis is discussed later. The dipole moment of a polar 
 group is decomposed, according to the monopole approximation, into partial charges 
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located on the constituent atoms. Then, the dipole interaction is evaluated as the 
sum of pairwise electrostatic interactions of the partial chages, q; 
Uer = E 14(10) 
~.' Dr,, 
with use of the apparent dielectric constant of D=4. Table III shows the partial 
    Table III. Partial charges of polar atoms in the protein backbone and in the side chainsa,b) 
   Backbone peptideAsn and Gln 
N—0.305CY +0.449 
H +0.272Osi —0.416 
   C'+0.449N82 —0.577 
O—0.416H +0.272 
  Ser and ThrH+0.272 
CP+0.093Lys 
Cr—0.426NC —0.544 
H +0.333H +0.272 
                         H +0.272 
TyrArg 
    CC+0.107 NE —0.305 
O" —0.440H +0.272 
H+0.333CC +0.093 
  Asp and GluN"t —0.305 
Cy+0.529H +0.272 
Osi (double bond) —0.416N"2 —0.577 
Oss—0.446H +0.272 
H+0.333H +0.272 
    a) Partial charges are given in unit charge, eo. 
   b) The superscript of atoms should be shifted from Table II for Thr, Glu and Gln. 
charges12) of the backbone and side-chain polar groups. Note that the summation 
of eq. (10) should cover all the partial charges belonging to the dipole moments 
considered to fulfil the neutrality condition of the total charges; for instance, some 
of the atom pairs between the neighboring peptide groups of the backbone, and 
within the guanidyl group of arginine, always remain at constant . distances, but 
should be included in the computation. 
   The hydrogen-bond energy has been expressed in various forms in the con-
formational energy calculations.9't2'ts) The hydrogen bond has not only the quan-
tum mechanical nature, but also the strong electrostatic interactions1) among 
the proton, H-doner and H-acceptor atoms, interacting within shorter distance 
than the sum of their van der Waals radii. The situation may be reproduced by 
the usual electrostatic interactions among partial charges, in combination with a 
proper repulsive term.") As a repulsive term, we simply use the nonbonded energy 
of eq. (7) between the proton and the H-acceptor atom calculated only for the close 
disposition shorter than a certain cut-off distance, and assume the zero-potential 
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beyond it. The cut-off distance of 1.5A is chosen for the hydrogen bond of N-11... 
0, O-H..0 and O-H..•N types. Fig. 3 shows the resulting potential between the 
N-H group and the C-0 group of two peptides. The potential has a minimum 
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                 Fig. 3. Hydrogen-bond energybetween the NH group 
                       and the CO group in the linear disposition,plott-
                         ed against the N•••O distance. The total energy 
                        (solid curve) is the sum of the electrostaticin-
                        teractions (the broken curve) and thenonbonded
                         energies among the four constituentatoms,where 
                        the nonbonded potential betweenthe H and 0
                         atoms is assumed zero beyond the H••.0 distance 
of 1.5 A. 
due to the combination of attractive electrostatic interactions (the dotted curve) 
and the repulsive force attributed mainly to the nonbonded energy between the N 
and 0 atoms. The N..0 distance (2.8A) and the energy depth (-1.2 Kcal/mol) 
obtained at the minimum are reasonable (the corresponding values, obtained when 
the ECEPP energy function') is applied to the same system of Fig. 3, are 3.0A and 
—1.2 Kcal/mol, respectively). The other types of hydrogen bonds yield similar 
results: the optimum 0-0     distance and the depth in a system between hydroxyl 
O-H and the peptide C-0 are 2.7A and —1.3 Kcal/mol, respectively. The NH groups 
of imidazole and indole rings may be expected to form relatively weak hydrogen 
bonds with a polar oxygen. This type of interaction is treated in a manner that 
the NH group (a united atom) and 0 atom can approach to each other up to 2.5A 
(=cut-off distance of the nonbonded energy) but with no attractive energy, since 
partial charges are not assumed on these NH groups (Table III). 
   When the protein in question has a disulfide bond, the artificial potential of 
eq. (11) is taken to force the closing of a S-S bond in the correct disposition.12o) The 
pairings of half-cystine residues should be specified in case of several disulfide bonds 
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existing in a protein. 
                  LTss = (1/2)Kss(rss—ro)2 (11) 
In eq. (11), r is a computed S-S distance and ro is its standard value, 2.OA. The 
force constant K55 must be large enough to make sure the loop closed; a value of 
600 Kcal mol-1A-2 was taken. Other restrictions, e.g., on the bond angles related 
with the. S-S bond,12c) were not considered to avoid the complexity. 
   The energy calculation for proline is an exceptional case. We assume some 
rotational freedom around the N-C" bond (9) of proline residue, accompanied 
with the deformation of the pyrrolidine ring, as already stated (Section II). The 
ring deformation energy, including the bending energy of the bond angles within 
the ring, the torsional energy around the bonds and the nonbonded energy among 
the atoms of a proline residue, has been calculated against the change in the di-
hedral angle co10a>. The resulting total energy, given in Fig. 4, shows an almost sym-
                           30 
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                                                     (degree) 
                 Fig. 4. Ring-deformationpotential of proline, represented 
                        as a function of the dihedral angleyo. Theprecise 
evaluationloa) including the bending, torsional, 
                        nonbonded energies is indicatedby the openand 
                       filled circles (corresponding to two typesofthede-
                         formation.loa)) The solid curve showsthe simple
                        approximated function of eq. (12).
metrical pattern centered at yo= —60°. The low-energy region of ranges from 
—80° to —40°, and the co angle is in effect forbidden outside of this range.10a) The 
entire potential can be well fitted to a forth polynomial of co having the minima 
at 50=-45° and —75°, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. The function form is 
Upro(c2) = 14o(5°-913+a)2(eP—ePo-6)2/64(12) 
where co and 8 are the constant angles of —60° and 15°, respectively, and U,o= 
1.2 Kcal/mol. This potential has to be used for the proline co angle instead of 
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the torsional energy of eq. (8a). 
            FIRST DERIVATIVE OF CONFORMATIONAL ENERGY 
    The energetic refinement of a protein structure, starting from a certain initial 
conformation, is carried out by minimizing the conformational energy to locate 
the global minimum.  We) have used the Davidon's method") as a minimizer which 
utilizes the first derivatives of the energy with respect to all variables of dihedral angles, 
in our case, to determine the direction of the steepest descent in the conformational 
space. 
   The derivatives of the torsional potential and the ring deformation energy of 
proline, given in Section IV, can be analytically deduced because of their forms 
expressed in the direct functions of a dihedral angle. The other energies used are, 
however, all expressed in terms of the distance, r, between an atomic pair. In these 
cases, a simple method to obtain the first derivative may be a numerical one to 
calculate the energy difference upon a slight change (4) of an independent variable 
(0), i.e., [U(0+4) —U(0)]/4, in keeping all of the other variables fixed. This method 
has been used in our previous studies.5> However, we will present, in the following, 
a more rigorous method, which is also numerical but deals directly with the differential 
form of an energy function. 
   Consider an energy function, U(r), expressed with an explicit variable of the 
distance, r, between two atoms A and B, the relative positions of both of which de-




        P 
                                             b OQ O 
                  Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the relation between 
                        an atompair of A and B, and the rotation0 about 
                        a single bond P-Q. The atoms A and P, and 
                        also B and Q, are connected through the poly-
                        peptide chain. 
general situation for the single atom-pair energy, U, and a dihedral angle, 0, with 
other variables fixed. Then, the first derivative of U with respect to e is written as 
aU _ 8U(r) 8r(13)            •
8e — ar ae 
The first term in the multiple of eq. (13) can be derived analytically. In order to 
get the second term explicitely, the distance r should be expressed in terms of 0. 
Using the P-Q bond length 1, the distance a and b, and the angles a and fi defined 
in Fig. 5, all of which have constant values with resect to the rotation of 0 (its zero 
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rotational position is defined as A and B atoms being cis against the P-Q bond), 
the distance r is written as 
    r = [(a cos a+b cos f3-1)'+(a sin a—b sin Q cos 0)2+(b sin /9 sin B)2]1n (14) 
Then 
ar ab sin a sinQsin 6/r(15)              a
e 
The values of a, b, a, le and 0 have to be calculated from the atomic coordinates 
for each of the atompairs considered. 
    The general expression of the first derivative of each of the energies with respect 
to a rotational angle ek (anyone of co's, 's and x's) are given as follows. For the 
nonbonded energy of eq. (7) 
au., = }~6\B°'2Ai7) a1jb1j sinau sin Qii sin Ow,(16) aek                  S 14                      rir='ri,
where the subscripts of dijk denote that this rotation is defined about the same 
bond of the dihedral angle ek but its value depends on the atompair i and j (see 
above). Similarly, for the electrostatic interaction of eq. (10) 
               aUer=—~~ 4r,a1jb11 sin all sin,8sin eiik (17) ae
kriDr1• 
and for the loop-closing potential of the S-S bond (eq. 11) 
aUss = Kss(1—ro/rss)ab sin a sin ft sin ek(18) 
aek 
    It takes about twice as much time to compute these derivatives compared with 
the simple method already mentioned, because the computation of a, b, a, /3 and 
0, required for each atomic pair, is time consuming. The method presented here 
is, however, more rigorous than the usual one, so that it may become necessary in 
case that the precision of the computation is demanded. 
1DISCUSSION 
    One way to check how the various energy functions work, all at once, in the 
application to peptide molecules may be to examine the single-residue energy of 
amino acids. The energy map of a single residue of L-alanine (with two peptide 
groups) is shown in Fig. 6, which was obtained by use of the same geometry and 
the same energy functions as those in this article.1) The energy map seems rea-
sonable having the global minimum at the extended region in the co, space, 
and yielding the low-energy region reached to the right-handed a-helical region 
through a narrow bridge at around =0°. The characteristic ratio of poly-L-
alanine estimated from this energy map shows a good accordance with experimental 
values as well as other theoretical works.1 ) 
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 X o., 2
,‘„,)13,j 
       7., o° 13  
                 Fig. 6. Energymap of the alanine single residue, N-
                           acetyl-N'-methyl-L-alanine. The energycon-
                        tours are in Kcal/mol above the globalminimum
                       (indicated with an X). 
   By using the amino acid geometry of Section II and the energy function of 
Section IV, a method to search the energetically refined structure of a protein, cir-
cumventing multiple local minima encountered in the minimization process, was 
already described in the preceding papers.5) The final result for BPTI, including 
every contribution of the energy terms to the total energy and the root-mean squares 
deviations from its X-ray structure, will be published elsewhere.5o> 
   We have made two major simplifications in these studies, as pointed out in 
Section IV. One is the complete neglect of the solvent (hydrophobic) effects, so 
that we have assumed as if a protein exists in vacuum (except the use of D=4 for 
the dielectric constant, which reflects the surrounding solvent). A reason of this 
assumption is that, although the hydrophobic effect is crucial as the stabilization 
force upon the protein folding,20) it may not be so when the relative stabilities among 
well-packed conformations are only concerned as in the present case. Another 
reason lies in the difficulty to evaluate it for a given protein conformation, despite 
the fact that several attempts have been made intensively.7a'21) Another approxi-
mation made in our calculation is to neglect the Coulombic interaction among the 
net charges. Although this is an unrealistic assumption against a protein in an aque-
ous solution, the charged groups are generally found to exist at the protein surface') 
so that strong Coulombic interactions between naked charges may be rare to occur 
within a globular protein. In addition, the interactions between charged groups 
are weakened by interactions with solvent ions as observed for polyelectrolyte solu 
tion. 
   The inclusion and developement of these terms might be necessary in the next 
step when one proceeds to such a study that concerns the conformational change of 
a protein. 
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